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Volcano Models 

Lesson Concept Magma reaches the surface by increased pressure in the crust 
through volcanic structures. 

Link 6.13 Ring of Fire established that earthquakes and volcanoes occur 
in relationship to each other. Lesson 6.14 builds the concept 
through a model of what is happening under the earth that causes 
volcanoes in cracks or thin spots in the crust.   

 
Time 75 minutes 
 
Materials Whole class 

Box  
Flour 
Clear tubing 
Balloon 
Balloon/Volcano Model 
Per Group (groups of 4) 
Jello cup for each student 
Pudding cup for each group of 4 students 
Syringe per group of 4 
Math compass with point per group (or scissors)  
Individual 
H1 Jello Volcano student handout  
Jello cup  
Spoon 
Resources 
R1  Set up for Balloon/Volcano Model 

Advance  
Preparation 1. Purchase 25ml-feeding syringes (one per group of four) from a 

local feed store. They have a long pointy tip that needs to be cut 
off to about 1 inch 

2. Purchase light color jello and chocolate pudding cups and 
spoons. 

3. Gather math compasses 
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4. Duplicate H1 Jello Volcano student handout 
5. Purchase flour, clear tubing, and balloon and 

locate a boot or similar type box to assemble 
flour/balloon volcano.  Review set up on R1.   

Procedure: 
Engage (5 minutes)  Volcanoes erupt and change the 

surface of the earth.   

1. Ask students to think about what might happen during an eruption of a volcano? 
Share ideas on the K portion of a KWL chart.  Now think about questions you have 
about volcanoes.  Record on W portion of the chart. 

2. Show volcano pictures or a video clip of an erupting volcano. Have students do a 
Think-Pair–Share about what they observed. Chart their observations on a L portion 
of the chart and record what they think is happening INSIDE the volcano on the K 
section of the same chart.  

 

Explore I   (15 minutes) The rise of magma beneath a volcano forces the 
ground surface upward and is accompanied by ground 
deformation and earthquakes. 

3. Since the inside of a volcano is too hot to observe scientists use models to 
understand what happens.  Demonstrate the box model to students clarifying what 
each part of the model represents.  Ask students to predict what will happen when 
the balloon under the flour is inflated. Add predictions to what we think we know on 
the K portion of the chart. 

4. Ask students to observe what happens to the flour when you inflate and deflate the 
balloon. First blow gently into the balloon to get radial fractures. Blow the balloon 
enough so that you begin to get the ring fractures develop in semi-circles around 
the radial pattern. Blow more into the balloon and suck the air back out, over and 
over, until you see the caldera collapse.  

5. Ask students to carefully examine the flour crater and the surrounding “ground” of 
the model.  How is it like a real caldera?  Chart observations on L portion. 

6. Lead a class discussion including these questions:  What did you observe? What is 
the balloon/ lava doing to the flour? How there can be a deep hole if there is no 
drain at the bottom of the box to let the flour out? 

Teacher Note:  Like a real caldera, it has steep cliffs. The ground slopes away from 
the crater and is riddled with ring fractures.  The students they will see three things: 
(A) When the “magma” pushes the flour up; the first evidence is radial fractures 
(like bike spokes). Why does this happen? [Because of round discrete source of 
inflation.]  (B) Continued on/off influx of magma (inflation/deflation) results in ring 
fractures, discontinuous arcs of weakness. (C) The rise and displacement of the 
ground above the magma chamber leaves a void that the ground collapses in to. 

!
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7. Describe and clarify the model in detail. Explain that the box of flour represents the 
bedrock of a volcano. It has a balloon in it—a magma chamber—that will inflate and 
deflate as “magma” is forced up into it from great depth, pushing the ground (flour) 
up, thereby fracturing and deforming it. Make it clear that magma chambers aren’t 
really like big empty balloons but more like a big chamber full of rocks and the 
magma infiltrates the spaces.  

 

Explain I (5 minutes)  The surrounding ground is changed by the 
pressure under the volcano. 

8. Ask students to explain how the model helps us understand how the ground is 
pushed up by a volcano?  Chart ideas on the L portion of the chart.  Edit the K and 
W sections indicating where ideas are not accurate or fully developed. 

 

Explore II (35 minutes) Magma moves up from underground reservoirs, 
called magma chambers, to erupt as lava on Earth’s surface. it 
travels in natural tubes/pipes. 

9. The flour model helped us understand how the ground moves up.  The next model 
helps us understand how magma erupts out of the volcano.  Explain what the 
model represents.   

10. Predict what will happen when pudding is injected into the Jello cup. What direction 
will it go? What shape will it take? Will it erupt through the surface of the gelatin? If 
so, where?  Write prediction in notebook.  

11. Distribute H1 (Jello Volcano Student Handout) Ask students to poke a hole in the 
bottom of the Jello cup with the point of a math compass (scissors would also 
work). Explain the teacher will come around and enlarge the hole slightly, so the 
syringe tip will slide in. 

12. Ask students to fill the syringe with pudding magma.   
13. Ask student groups to insert the syringe through the hole in the Jello cup and inject 

“pudding magma”. The foil cover should still be on the Jello cup.  
14. Ask students to use H1 (Jello Volcano Student Handout) to draw and describe 

how the experimental results compared with predictions..   
15. Refill and insert the syringe a second time. Compare magma migration each time. 

Describe and explain what you see verbally in your group and in notebooks. 

Teacher Note:  Teacher demonstrates how to fill the syringe with pudding magma. 
Then show how to insert the syringe into the bottom of the Jello cup. Push plunger 
so pudding magma pushes up into the Jello crust. When removing the syringe, 
stress to students that they must use their non-dominant hand to cover the hole in 
the bottom of the Jello cup with their thumb. The opening needs to be completely 
covered by their thumb.   
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16. Once labeling and drawing is complete. Students can peel off the foil top and eat 
their Jello volcano model.  

 

Explain II (10 minutes) Volcanoes form where magma reaches Earth’s 
surface. 

17. Lead a class discussion including these questions: 
a. Which direction did the magma go? Why? 
b. What shape did it take? 
c. Did the pudding erupt though the surface of the gelatin? Why? 
d. What would happen with if more magma were injected? Why? 
e. What happened to the foil lid? Why? 
f. What happens when a volcano erupts? 
g. How do you think this model relates to real volcanoes?  

Evaluate (10 minutes) Magma is forced upward to Earth’s surface 
through an openings in the crust. 

18. Ask students to use the back of the Jello lab handout to draw a Venn diagram 
comparing their model volcano to a real one, noting how they are similar and how 
they are different. How does magma move through volcanoes? What causes the 
magma to reach the surface? Explain using evidence from your lab. 

 

Teacher Note:  A high quality response would include magma reaches the surface 
by increased pressure through volcanic structures. Magma in the magma chamber 
pushes through a weak spot into the crust, forming a pipe. Magma comes through 
weak spots in the rock. Students may or may not use vents. Student response 
indicates understanding of how the model represents a real volcano.  
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Draw a Venn diagram comparing your model volcano to a real one, noting how they are 
similar and how they are different. How does magma move through a volcano?  What 
causes the magma to reach the surface? 
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Teacher Note:  Set up the flour/balloon volcano demonstration or watch video 
segment at http://gallery.usgs.gov/videos/333 

Construction of Flour/Balloon Volcano 

 
 

• If the box is deep, cut it to about 7 inches in height (so students can all see the 
top of the flour that will be added.) Tape bottom of box to keep flour from leaking. 

• Slip a balloon over the end of the tubing until tubing is inside the large part of the 
balloon. Tightly wrap electrical tape around the stem of the balloon, stretching it 
as you go, so that no air will leak out of the balloon from the sides when inflated. 

• Poke a tube-diameter hole in the side of the box near the bottom. Feed the tube 
from inside to outside until the balloon lies in the middle of the bottom of the box. 

• Tape the tubing along the black electrical tape to the bottom of the box in several 
places to keep it from rising up through the flour as you blow the balloon later. 
(You don’t want your magma chamber floating to the surface.) 

• Fill box to a depth of at least 6 inches (7–10 pounds flour). If it is too shallow, the 
caldera doesn’t collapse very well. Compact the flour with a flat block, then 
smooth the top. If there isn’t enough flour, mound it up above the balloon.  
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